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ABSTRACT
This paper concerns a study of secondary
stresses produced in reinforced concrete structures as a result of temperature effects.
These stresses aften cause premature cracking
of a structure and, in exceptional cases, may
also have an unfavourable effect on the capacity of the structure. Typical structures
which are liable to the stresses in question
are first discussed briefly as well as the
principles of the heat transfer theory for the
sakeofrepetition. The special features of
stresses and their consideration in design are
then dealt with on the basis of different design practice. Some design methods are also
introduced. In conclusion, the preliminarv
test results are compared with those obtained
from cal culations.
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INTRODUCTION

Load-bearing reinforced concrete structures are usually designed
to certain design values of external loads which are general.ly very
high compared to actual loads occurring on average. This often
results in heavy reinforcement, in which case a crack load is
relatively smal! with regard to the capacity of the structure.
In this kind of structure cracks are not discernible at the load
acting in practice.
If some cracks do occur, the reason lies in
that secondai;-y stresses have probably remained without consideration in the design. Such usual stresses are those caused by
the prevented deformation of the structure or cross section. In
most cases differences in shrinkage and temperature again.give
rise to deformations. The settlement of supports and
prestressing of the structure can produce similar stresses.
Some structures, on the other hand, are intentionally designed
for external loads only, although it is known that indirect
forc~s will also be produced in these structures. For example,
in the design of structures such as external surface~ of facade
elements, balcony railings, chimney-stacks and statically
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indeterminate structures subjected to great temperature differences, temperature effects are not usually taken into account.
The reason for this neglect is often undoubtedly the faet that
the building regulations and specifications fail to include the
procedures for handling of the stresses in question; functional
requirements alone are given, as in Finnish regulations.
The temperature stresses due to a non-stationary temperature
distribution are of no practical significance within normal
temperature ranges, except where a structure is required not to
crack.
On the other hand, the restraint forces being developed
in statically undetermined structures by temperature differences
can bring about unexpected cracking. The application of the customary cracking theory leads to overdimensioning and thereby to
the growth of restraint forces.
This is due to the faet that the
cracking phase and mechaninsm are different fromthose required
by the customary cracking theory.
In addition to the different
serviceability limit state design, the behaviour of restraint
forces also differs with regard to external forces in that they
relax in the state of failure provided that the structure possesses
sufficient deformability.
At the same time the external forces are
redistributed.
If the external loads aet simultaneously with restraint forces, failure in some cases can occur before the calculated ultimate state of external forces.
2.

TYPICAL REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES UNDER THERMAL
GRADIENTS

Typical concrete structures subjected to large temperature gradients are those of the process industry, concrete chimneys, and the
massive cooling water basins of nuclear power plants.
In the
field of house building the facade elements, which belong to a
general group of structural members, are subjected to considerable thermal stresses. Considerable temperature gradients may
occur in late winter, especially in sunny locations, in the external surfaces of walls facing south and west.
In the walls or
roofs with poor thermal insulation there may be a thermal gradient
in wintertime.
In water towers and bridge structures, among others,
similar stresses may exist.
Hydratation heat produced in massive structures also forms a
thermal gradient within the structure.
Under special conditions, such as those in arctic regions or in
very hot areas, structural members may have been subjected to
thermal stresses. For instance the temperature of oil in the
North Sea is about 80 - 90 °c whereas the temperature of the
sea-water outside the tank can be as low as ~s 0 c.
3.

PRINCIPLES OF HEAT TRANSFER IN CONCRETE

The heat conduction theory of mathematical physics is ba~ed on
the faet that a material is examined as a continuum. The basic
equations of ane-dimensional heat transfer and the related approximate values of material constants based on the theory in
question are discussed briefly in this chapter. The examination
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is based on the law of energy indestructibility and on the heat
quantity which flows through an extremely homogeneous and isotropic slab.
The temperature field in most general form can be given by
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If the temperature at certain points in the continuum at the same
moment has equal value, niveau surfaces will be formed from these
points. The vector perpendicular to the niveau surfaces will
determine changes in the temperature of the temperature field.
This vector is termed temperature gradient. The heat flux, the
direction of which is always the direction of a falling temperature
gradient, is described by the vector
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constant Ais the heat conductivity factor of concrete material.
For concrete ,\ = 1.5 ... 4.0 kcal/m · h · 0 c /2/.
The heat quantity
which is transferred from the element dV = dx · dy · dz is,
by means of heat leakage, expressed in the one dimensional case
as:

=
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For concrete

c

0.21 ... 0.24 kcal/kg · 0 c
2300 ... 2500 kg/m 3 /2/.

=
=

p

and

By setting the heat quantities equal, the Fourier differential
equation of heat conduction, in the one-dimensional case, is
obtained.
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In order to solve the equation the boundary conditions must
also be known; one of these can be e.g. an assumption concerning
temperature distribution at a certain moment or an assumption
concerning the surface temperature of a specimen.
Heat transfer through concrete is thus dependent, not only on
the material properties of concrete, examination point in time
and thickness of the structure, but also on the surface temperature of the structure.
In Fig. 1 the time-dependent temperature
distribution in a concrete specimen, the upper surface of which
warms up and the lower side of which cools is presented qualitatively.

F .1.'::i.

1

Temperature distribution in a concrete slab at
different points in time.

The final temperature distribution, corresponding to the point
in timet= ø , is stationary and all others are non-stationary.
In the stationary temperature field the temperature changes
almost linearly at the cross-section of the tested specimen.
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4.

NATURE OF THERMAL STRESSES AND EFFECT ON THE BEHAVIOUR
OP REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES

4.1

Nature of stresses

The stress types can be classified according to their origin as
follows:
the stress caused by external, static or dynamic loads
the stresses due to restraint forces.
The origin of the stress types can be defined as follows /6/:
1•

The stresses due to external loading originate from the
self weight of the structure, the acceleration of the
structure and from the external static or dynamic loads
affecting structures.

2.

The forces and stresses due to restraint deformations of
the structure are produced in statically indeterminate
structures. The forces and stress can be either unintended
or intentional. Unintended stresses are caused e.g. by
temperature or shrinkage differences or displacement of
the supports. The intended stresses are caused by prestressing of the structure. These types of restraint
internal forces and stresses can be produced only in
statically indeterminate structures.
The stresses, due to restraint strains in the cross-section,
are produced by non stationary temperature distribution.
These stresses also can be either unintended or intentional.
Unintended stresses caused by restraint of strains result
e.g from temperature gradients, shrinkage differences,
plastic deformations and from welding of metallic parts.
Stresses due to restraint of strains can be produced both
in statically determined structures and statically undetermined structures, but their sum at each cross-section of
the structure is zero. These stresses therefore do not
develop internal forces in the structure.

Fig. 2 shows the deflections of the two-span beam due to temperature
differences in the upper and lower surfaces of the beam andresulting cracking caused by restraint moment.
In the same figure the
principle of development of stresses due to restraint of strains
is presented.
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Principle of development of restraint forces and stresses

Generally the restraint forces in design are taken into account in
such a way that the total force in question is calculated, and the
amount of reinforcement it requires is determined. This leads in
most cases to overdimensioning, since the restraint forces, along
with an increase in stress of the structure, are greatly dependent
on decreasing stiffness, which in turn is dependent on the amount
of reinforcement. The less reinforcement there is, the smaller are
the restraint forces in the structure. Reinforcement does not only
increase restraint forces but in ·reality ·.causes their -development.
Witha decrease in the amount of reinforcment the force corresponding to the constant restraint stress diminishes at a relatively
slower rate than the reinforcement. For this reason the steel
stress increases. There exists a minimum amount of reinforcement
with which the steel stress attains to a certain permissible value.
In the case of restraint stress greater steel stresses can be
allowed, since each increase in stress will then render the
structure more flexible and thus diminish restraint forces.
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Reinforced concrete structures under restraint stresses have
often been viewed from the wrong standpoint. There is no need
to determine the amount of steel which would withstand restraint
stresses; on the contrary, the width of resulting cracks should
be limited to a satisfactory level /10/.
The restraint internal forces are not similar by nature to the
internal forces due to external loads. There exists a countless
number of solutions fulfilling equilibrium and compatibility
conditions. They do not only differ from each other in values
of steel stress and crack width but also in values of force
quantity. The function of the design is thus to find a solution
which is as simple as possible and fulfils the restrictions placed
on the crack widths.
4.2

Effect of thermal forces on the behaviour of concrete
structures

A statically indeterminate structure which is loaded by temperature
gradient is examined. The force deformation dependence, in the
crack cross-section, of a reinforced structural member in the
force-controlled state of stress differs from the corresponding
force deformation dependence in the deformation-controlled state
of stress at the time of crack initiation. If the state of stress
is force-controlled i.e. external load is continuously increasing,
the moment curvature dependence also increases. The degree of
increase depends on the amount of steel in the structure and on
the bonding properties of reinforcement. Amore detailed discussion of the horizontal part of the M-i curve follows.
If the state of stress is deformation-controlled, i.e. the stress
results from prevented. deformations, the moment in the crack
cross-section decreases subsequent to crack initiation primarily
because the tension zone of concrete is no longer acting. The
value of the cracking moment is only attained after an increase
in curvature. The prerequisite for the action in question is
that the reinforcement carries the tensile force transferred from
the concrete without yielding. The moment corresponding to a
certain deformation or thermal stress can thus be determined
unequivocally by taking the formation of cracks into account.
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Difference between curves M - Kor M - 6T in principle
under force-controlled and deformation-controlled load.

The M - K relationship is examined just prior to and subsequent
to the formation of the first crack. It can be assumed that the
thermal stress and corresponding deformation, at the time of
formation of the first crack, are the same before and irnmediately after cracking.
In both cases the difference in average
elongation of the steel will be equally large. (Fig. 4}.
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Elongations of steel prior to and subsequent to crack
formation.
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After cracking, the difference in steel elongation in the uncracked state will be smaller than the difference in average
elongation, which difference, on the other hand, is smaller
than the difference in elongation at the crack.
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This means that the difference in elongation prior to cracking
is greater than that subsequent to cracking in the uncracked
state.
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From this, it can be concluded that the moment was greater prior
to cracking than irnmediately afterwards.

<

{ 9)

M

0

once the structure is subjected to thermal stress another crack
cannot be formed prior to an increase in thermal stress to a
point where it again correspo~ds to the c acking force.
This mechanism will recur until the cracking pattern of th~ entire structure has been stabilized. Only subseguent to this
can the value of the restraint force (moment) surpass that of
the cracking force (moment) {Fig. 5).

7
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This performance model holds true only if the tensile strength
of concrete in the structure is constant. This is not the case
in reality, which is why experiments have often proved that the
cracking moment slightly increases following crack formation.

M

6T kr
Sx t::i.6 T

Fig. 5

M -

K

curve in the state of restraint stress.

In practice, the temperature is often below 150 °c and the corresponding temperature differences ~T < 100 °c and Tm < 100 °c,
which, except for creep, do not alter the properties of concrete
to a great extent. They cannot produce cracking either as far
as the stabilized state.
At usual temperatures thermal stress alone can only cause deflections or cracking in reinforced concrete structures. If an
external load is acting, it may also affect the capacity of the
structure.
Depending on the factor which has initiated restraint force and
on the boundary conditions of the structure, the external and
internal restraint forces can aet together or separately.

{.3

Effect of thermal stresses on the behaviour of concrete
structures

In Fig. 6 the sudden cooling of a slab at ane side and the corresponding deformation state are shown. Free deformations
€ 0 (X,t) are associated with the temperature field T (X~t).
Restraint stresses result from strain differences ~6€ 0 •
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Restraint normal force is caused by average deformation values Erno
and the restraint moment by the curvature K •
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Deformations associated with thermal stresses.

The restraint stresses are of significance only if absolute
tightness is required of the structure.
In this case the question
primarily concerns the massive structures, in which the heat of
hydration can produce dangerous temperature gradients.
In the
manufacture of precast elements also, there is arisk of cracking
in wintertime, if the elements are prematurely removed outside to
the cold. Calculations of restraint stresses are of no practical
significance if the creep properties of concrete are not known
during calculation. Disadvantages of restraint stresses can best
be prevented by means of concrete technology. These are e.g.
cooling, prevention of drying and cooling. The aim shall be that
tensile strength should develop faster than restraint stress.

---·
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Formation of hair cracks discernible at an early age
of concrete.

~ig. 7

If restraint forces and stresses aet simultaneously, the restraint
stresses have the effect of advancing the crack formation. While
cracking progresses the restraint stresses vanish entirely as is
often also the case with the restraint forces.
It has also been
proven that restraint stresses are of no significance to ordinary
structural thickness (> 800 mm).
The formation of cracks due to restraint stresses and forces is
affected not only by the fairly major variations in tensile strength
of concrete but also by the ductility of concrete, the size of indirect stress and the way it acts. The most ordinary cases are /9/
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M - K curve on the basis of the development of thermal
stress and the duration of its action.
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4.4

Effect of cracking on restraint forces

The effect of crack formation on thermal moment and bending
stiffness can be studied e.g. by means of the fictitious, effective stiffness, the determination of which is possible by means
of the rotation of the beam end. The effective stiffness is the
stiffness in an uncracked state multiplied by a reducing constant. The constant can also be considered as a reduction factor, by which the calculated thermal moment in the uncracked
state must be multiplied in order for it to agree with the
moment due to the same thermal stress in the cracked state.
Expressed by the moment and curvature the stiffness value is
M
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Phe relative value of thermal moment with regard to the cracking
moment after the ith crack corresponds to the thermal gradient
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At the thermal gradient value ~T the thermal moment is reduced
to the value
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In this calculation method, the difficulty lies in the calculation of bond length since the crackspace in this phase has
not been s~abilized and is s~ill indefinite.
It can be
concluded, however, from the equation (13) that the formation of
an individual crack under bending stress has no particular effect on the course of the M - K curve (change ~ 1 ... 5 %) , therefore it can be approximated with the horizontal part until the
crack pattern has been stabilized. In the case of tensile
stress the change in question is greater since the entire cross
section cracks.
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5.

CONSIDERATION OF THERMAL STRESSES IN THE DESIGN OF
REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES ACCORDING TO BUILDING
CODES

The design methods for concrete structures most frequently used
are based on
elastic theory
plasticity theory and
non-linear theory.
The cross-section state to be used for the determination of
forces and the stiffness state particularly for determination
of thermal forces depend, as is well known, on the design methods
used.
Table 1 shows a combination of forces for calculating the
effects of external load forces and restraint forces, together
with thc corresponding design conditions.

Table 1.

Calculation principles of forces.

----

'

Material/
method

' Cross-secti.on
state
calculating· forces
.

external load

r

used in, Design
condition
thermal load

Elastic
(elastic
theory)

uncracked

uncracked

Plastic
(plasticity
theory)

entirely
plastic

MF

Non linear
(non linear
material)

El = function
of loa<l and
cross-section

amax <

..,.. 0

0

adm

y • M < M
pl

EI
function of
thermal
force and
crosssection

y

;:;

• 0

< a

u

or
y • s <

-

superposition

Yx

loading
combination
Yx
loading

C

u

or

.

Maximum
stress
due to

combination

y • M < M
y
i
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Since the values of therrnal fo rces are dependent on the stiffness
of the structure only, it is important to know the actual
stiffness of the structure and the factors affecting it. In
the case of r einfo rced concrete structures the sti ffness of the
structure is greatly af fec ted by
cracking and
creep.
The effective stiffness required for calculating the thermal
forces also depends on the external loading fo rce which is
act i ng simultaneously.
On t he other hand, the external loading f orces in the service
state are no t greatly dependent on cracking and creep. The
loading forces are transmitted due to cracking, however, to the
stif fer parts of the structure when the load increases. Since
the reinforcement is u sually designed on the basis of an uncracked
state, the for ces, once the stiffer parts have cracked, will be
transmitted back thus corresponding to the stiffness distribution
according to the original assumption, which is equivalent to
the structure cracked at field and support. Only in the ultimate
limit state can a considerable redistribution of loading force
quantities take place due to its plasticity.
The forces in the elastic theory are calculated on the basis of
uncracked cross-section. The different load ing combinations
and effects of deformat ion can then be sununed up.
In the use of plasticity theory and nonlinear theory the addition of forces is not possible.
Considerations of restraint fo rces in DIN 1045 and in the
CEB model code h ave been compared in Table 2.
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Table 2.

Consideration of force quantities of different types
indifferent design practice.

Method

Forces of
external load

Thermal forces
positive effect
negative effect

DIN 1045

Elastic theory
unbroken crosssection

may be taken
into account

shall be taken
into account

must be calculated with
values of
cracked crosssection

may be calculated with
values of
cracked crosssection

creep may be
taken into
account

creep may be
taken into
account

--CEB
-

Elastic theory

restraint forces are taken
into account

Plasticity theory

can be necessary

Non linear theory

creep may be taken into account

It is seen that the cases in which the existing restraint force
at the cross-section examined has either a favourable or unfavourable effect on the determining force quantity are separated from each other. Thus when the restraint force acts, with
regard to the loading force, in the opposite direction the loading force alone determines the design. When thermal forces are
known to aet, their effect shall be taken into account only at
the values corresponding to the stiffness of the cracked state.
If the thermal force acts in the same direction as the loading
force this must be taken into account assuming, however, that
the structure is in a cracked state.
In both cases the effect
of creep on the design can be taken into account at a moment in
timet= 00 •
The moment t = O is, however, often decisive.
In the design of structures under thermal forces in the ultirnate
limit state the partial safety factor as given in Table 3 can
be used when the mode of failure is ductile, forewarning.
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Table 3.

Partial safety factors of actions of different
types.

Method

Yg and Yq

DIN 1045
(house building)

1 • 75

DIN 1075
(bridge and
massive
structures)

1. 75

1.0

}

{

CEB

Yf

1 . 35
1. 50

cracking to be
examined

1. 35

1.0 ... 1.2 favourable effect
0.8 •.. 1.0 unfavourable effect
if cracking examined

The use Qf the partial safety factors of the restraint force
always presupposes the examination of crack width (the limitation
of width, if necessary).
The use of smaller partial safety factors for the thermal force
quantities is based on the faet that, when approaching the ultimate limit state, the effect of thermal forces will gradually
vanish as the structure becomes plastic.
In most cases the
rotation capacity of the structure subjected to the bending moment is sufficient for this.
If the structure is continuously
compressed due to thermal- ef fects, the thermal forces are not supposed to decrease when the load increases.
In these cases Yf
should be 1.0 ... 1.5. For the structures affected only by the
calculated restraint tensile stress the design in the calculated
state of failure is not determining since the restraint stress
vanishes when tensile stiffness decreases.

6.

DESIGN

METHåD

FOR CRACK LIMITATION

In many types of structure the thermal forces will become more
decisive than the forces caused by external load.
In this case,
when designing for thermal force only, it is a question of the
serviceability limit state design, mostly of the limitation of
the crack width to an acceptable level. Cracking is limited by
choosing a sufficient amount of reinforcement on the basis of
the permissible crack width.
Factors which contribute to a reduction in the amouht of reinforcement are improving bond and
reducing bar size as well as the decreasing strength of concrete.
The design curves for pure thermal force are shown in Fig. 10.
The curves are based on the realistic interaction between concrete and reinforcement, in which the behaviour of concrete between the cracks and the bond properties of bars (iri ·the figure
the average behaviour of Finnish ribbed reinforcing bar A400H),
among others, have been taken into account. The amount ofreinforcement and max. bar size required for the stress
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corresponding to the cracking moment (where the strength properties of concrete, eccentricity, permissible crack width and the
cross-sectional values are known) are obtained from the curves.
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Example of design curves for pure thermal force- /6/.

If the structure is subjected simultaneously to thermal forces
and external load, the design task is more complex. Generally
through the preliminary design one becomes involved in nonlinear
calculation and the use of numerical methods, in which case a
solution without the help of a computer is difficult. The principles of most frequently occurring methods of solution are
presented below.
Th~ approximate method of effective stiffness is based on the
assumption that the effect of cracks on stiffness can be taken
into account along the length of the entire structural member by
means of a certain reduction factor
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(EI)eff

=

k • E I
C

C

(k

<

1)

( 1 6)

Factor kis dependent e.g. on the amount of reinforcement at the
cross section. Since it is assumed that the structural member
possesses a constant stiffness, the force guantities can be calculated on the basis of elastic theory, which, of course,
simplifies calculation.
The use of the moment-rotation method requires the preliminary
design of the structure, since the M - Km relations of the most
important cross-sections must then be known. The M - Km curves
can be determined indifferent ways, but as realistic a relation
as possible will give the most reliable result.
It has been
proven, however, that the differences in methods do not influence
the differences in force quantities to the same degree. /10/.
Following the formation of the first cracks the forces
must be determined as increments and iteratively so. In the
case of the external load of the beam e.g. the support moment
can be estimated and the moment distribution determined so that
equilibrium is valid. Subsequently, the validity of the boundary conditions is examined, e.g. on the principle of virtual
work.
When the restraint and external load are in action there is no
significance as to their order since, in any case, in the
cracked state the moment distribution must be assumed to be such
that the boundary conditions are valid. The moment is a resultant moment, which cannot be classified any longer as a restraint
moment and external load moment. The validity of the boundary
conditions is tested in the same way as in the case of the external beam load.
This method is also called an integrated method, since the behaviour of concrete, reinforcing bars and bond, particularly
after cracking" is described by means of average physical performance models. In spite of considerable numerical work this
principle has so far mostly been applied to the design cases
which are under the combined thermal and external load.
For materials or composite materials, such as steel and concrete,
the physically nonlinear models and cracked model can also be
formed us ing_ /3/
individual elements for ·concrete and steel which are
joined together with bond elements
by dividing concrete and steel to horizontal strip
elements and bond elements between them. The behaviour
of concrete after cracking at the tension side is then
usually considered as a declining part of the curve
(J

C

-

e: •
C

These methods inevitably lead to the use of the finite element
method.
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7.

EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL EXAMINATION OF REINFORCED
AND PRESTRESSED CONCRETE BEAMS UNDER THERMAL GRADIENT /5/

7.1

General

In order to study the behaviour of continuous reinforced concrete
beams, preliminary tests on continuous reinforced and prestressed
concrete beams were carried out so as to check the calculations
made by the computer programme ADINA, based on the finite element
method taking into consideration the nonlinear behaviour of concrete. The purpose of the research was to clarify the behaviour
of the reinforced concrete beams in question when subjected both
to temperature stresses and to combined temperature and external
mechanical stresses. An attempt was made to draw particular
attention to the following matters:
change of indirect forces when total forces increase
does the st~ucture under investigation have a sufficient
deformation capacity for eliminating the indirect forces
in the ultimate state
effect of prestressing force on the matters in question
observation of crack formation
observation of deflections and
comparison of the behaviour of beams with the values
calculated by the finite element method.
7.2

Beam tests

Fortesting purposes, a total of 12 test beams with a cross-section
of 200 x 400 x 7000 mm3 were made, aLl similar to one another with
regard to their reinforcements and dimensions, except for 4 beams,
which were prestressed centrically. The aim was to use three
beams out of eight as comparison specimens and to load five beams
with a thermal gradient of 80 °c and with and external mechanical
load.
Thermoelements were inserted into the beams for the purpose of
measuring the temperature distribution. Strain gauges were fixed
to the reinforcements of some beams for the measurement of steel
stress.
In each test the beams were simply supported in such a way that
the span was 5000 mm and the length of the cantilever at both ends
1000 mm.
External mechanical load alone was applied to comparison beams P1
to P3. Loading points were symmetrically located at a distance of
2000 mm from the supports. With the point loads resting on the
cantilevers, spaced 900 mm from the supports, the rotation of the
supports was kept unchanged (=O}. External loading of the beams
was gradually increased until the beam reached a state of failure.
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After each gradual increase in indirect or external load, the
rotation at the supports was brought back to zero.
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Loading of the test beams.

Beams PL1 to PL5 were first loaded with a thermal gradient JFig. 12).
The upper. surface of the beam was cooled at about +12 •.• 14 C and
the lower side of the b~am was simultaneously heated to a temperature of about +92 ••• 94 C. The temperature distribution was to
be converted into linear form and the temperature difference kept
at about 80 °c. The external load was thus increased to failure.
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Change of temperature in test beams.

During thermal loading the support moments varied as presented in
Fig. 13.
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The first cracks on the PL beams were observed at 36 ... 47 °c
temperature difference and on PLJ beams at 58 ... 68 °c difference
correspondingly.
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7.3

Calculations

The calculations have been carried out using the nonlinear computer programmes ADINA (Automatic Dynamic Incremental Nonlinear
Analysis) modified by VTT (Technical Research Centre of Finland),
and ADINAT based on a finite element method. The latter programme calculated the temperatures at the nodal point of the
element mesh, and the former the displacements and stresses at
different points in time.
ELEMENT NETWORK USEO IN COMPUTER CALCULATIONS

_;r_

Support rodel~l'Mtnts
Shel rodetements
Elos tic elements
ADINA conc.rete elements

I -
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ill- lw

..

<::>
0

:n

Fig. 16

p

Calculation model and element mesh.

In the calculations, the first cracks were produced on the upper
surface of the beam with a temperature difference of 30 °c.
With an increase in temperature more cracks were being produced
and deepened. During the final heating stage the entire upper
surface of the beam was cracked.
In the static loading phase, formation of diagonal cracks occurred at the support. The cracks on the upper surface due to
heating were deepened at the span and pressed together at the
supports.
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Calculated crack patterns at T - 80
P = 150 kN.
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~omparison of results

Fig.

18 illustrates the load-deflection curves calculated and
established in testing of PL beams.

It is found that the calculated deflections correspond very well
to the measured values.
However, the calculation model has been
slightly stiffer than the actual structure.
The values of the calculated and measured support moments are
presented in Fig. 19, which also confirms their rather good
compatibility.
In the ultimate state only the calculated values
are slightly greater.
Cracks on the PL beams were observed a bit later than calculated.
The reason for this is probably the underestimating of the
modulus of rupture of the concrete.
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NOTATIONS
Pl ••• P3

Reference or comparison beams in tests.

PLl .•• PL5

Test beams loaded with thermal load and
combined thermal and external load

PIJ1 ..• PIJ4

Prestressed test beams loaded in the same
manner as beams PLl .•• PLS.

E

C

I

C

Modulus of elasticity of concrete
Moment of inertia of concrete cross-section

K

Nominal concrete strength

L

Span

M

Moment at time= 0

M

Cracking moment

0

er

.Moo

Moment at time=

M

Restraint moment

f

o0

Heat quantities

Ql' Q2
T

Temperature

T

Reference temperature

0

AT

Temperature difference

T.in f
T

Temperature at lower surface

C

Specific heat

d

Effective depth of structure

h

Heigh of cross-section

k

Constant

lb

Bond transfer length

t

time

w

width of crack

°''p

Bond parameters

d.-r

Therrnal expansion coefficient of concrete

/\.

Heat conductivity

€

Relative strain

~

Curvature

sup

Temperature at upper surface

!1-., Sc.

Cross-sectional parameters

s

Density of the material, amount of
reinforcement

0

Rotation
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